Triple Door Backline Specs

Drums:

*Yamaha Maple Custom*
- 20" kick
- 12" and 13" rack toms
- 16" floor
- 14" dw brass snare
- 14" new beat hi hats
- 16" zildjian A rock crash
- 18" zildjian A rock crash
- 20" zildjian A ride

5 cymbal stands
throne
all stands and hardware

Bass:
- Gallien-Krueger 800RB Head
- Hartke 15
- Hartke 4X10

Guitar:
- Fender Twin Reverb reissue

Keys:
- Steinway D 96 grand piano
- Kurzweil PC-2x Digital Keyboard

10 Assorted Music stands with lights
Assorted Guitar Stands